Introduction
Gastric cancer (GC) is the fourth most common malignancy and the second leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide. 1 GC patients from China account for ~40% of the total global incidence. Surgery with adjuvant therapy is the preferred intervention for GC, and gastrectomy with D2 lymphadenectomy has become the standard procedure. This intervention is especially common in East Asia because of the high incidence rate of GC. Despite surgical intervention, the 5-year survival rate of GC patients is <40%, even after curative resection. Therefore, identifying accurate prognostic factors and an effective scoring system to predict the survival time of GC patients is imperative for improving the treatment of GC.
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In recent years, nutritional and inflammatory status have been recognized as factors for predicting cancer outcomes. 2 Several studies have reported on preoperative biomarkers and composite indexes, such as albumin, 3 platelet count, body mass index (BMI), Glasgow Prognostic Score (GPS), 4, 5 neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), [6] [7] [8] and prognostic nutritional index (PNI). [9] [10] [11] While all these biomarkers are easily measured, noninvasive, and effective, it is still controversial which of them represents the best predictor of GC prognosis.
In this retrospective study, we intended to investigate independent prognostic factors of GC and to establish a novel prognostic scoring system for patients who are treated with curative D2 resection. The results of this study are expected to improve the prediction of GC prognosis and guide the development of postoperative treatment strategies for surgeons.
Patients and methods
Patient selection
We retrospectively analyzed the clinicopathologic and follow-up data of 501 patients who were diagnosed with GC and received curative D2 resection at the First Affiliated Hospital of China Medical University from January 2011 to December 2012. Gastrectomy with D2 lymphadenectomy was performed according to the guidelines of the Japanese Research Society for Gastric Cancer. The inclusion criteria of patients were as follows: 1) GC was confirmed as stage I-III by histopathology, 2) curative D2 resection was performed without neoadjuvant chemo-radiotherapy, 3) postoperative adjuvant therapy regimens included chemotherapy or targeted therapy, and 4) detailed clinicopathologic and follow-up data were obtained for every patient. Furthermore, among the 501 patients, 268 stage II-III patients with adjuvant therapy and another 192 stage I-III patients without adjuvant therapy were selected to identify the prognostic value of the novel scoring system of the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for GC. This research was approved by the Ethics Committee of China Medical University, and written informed consent for this study was obtained from each patient.
Data collection
We collected the following data for each patient: age, gender, tumor size (longest diameter), radical degree, histological type, tumor-node-metastasis (TNM) stage, albumin level, platelet count, fibrinogen level, NLR, platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR), PNI, adjuvant therapy, and OS time. Routine laboratory analysis of blood was performed 7 days preoperatively. Cutoff values for biomarkers were determined by their Youden index of the receiver operating characteristic curve and the results of previous studies. ). For subsequent calculations, patients with PNI ≤49 were assigned PNI =1 and patients with PNI >49 were assigned PNI =2.
Definition of TNM-PNI
A novel prognosis scoring system, "TNM-PNI," was established combining TNM and PNI, both of which were found to be independent prognostic factors in our analysis. We assigned a score of 1-3 to the relative TNM stage (I-III) and a score of 1-2 to PNI (1-2). Finally, based on the results of the B value and hazard ratio (HR) value in Model 2 of the Cox analysis, we calculated the TNM-PNI score for each patient according to the formula: TNM-PNI = 2 × TNM score -1 × PNI score.
Statistical analysis
Continuous and categorical variables were expressed as mean ± SD and frequency, respectively. To identify the independent prognostic factors, we performed univariate and multivariate analyses with the Cox proportional hazards model. Two models were established in the Cox analysis, one including the continuous variables and the other including the categorical variables. Correlation analyses between preoperative PNI and other characteristics were performed by independent sample t-tests and chi-square tests. In addition, Kaplan-Meier analysis and the log-rank test were used to evaluate the difference in prognosis between TNM-PNI groups. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 20.0, and p<0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results
Clinicopathologic characteristics
We retrospectively included 501 patients with stage I-III GC in this study. Their baseline clinicopathologic characteristics are shown in Table 2 ). Higher TNM stage or lower preoperative PNI was always associated with worse prognosis of GC. Moreover, adjuvant therapy, as another major prognostic factor, could improve the long-term OS of stage II-III, but not that of patients with stage I in our study ( Figure 1A -C).
Relationship between PNI and other characteristics
The preoperative PNI level was associated with age, tumor size, TNM stage, albumin level, fibrinogen level, NLR, and PLR (p<0.05) (Table S1 ). Notably, patients with a high PNI (>49) were always relatively younger, had smaller sized tumors, and presented with an earlier TNM stage compared with patients in the low-PNI group. Furthermore, we found that PNI could effectively predict the prognosis of TNM stages, especially for GC stages I and II ( 
Prognostic value of TNM-PNI
Relative to TNM stage, the TNM-PNI system showed improved accuracy in predicting prognosis ( Figure 3A and B), and a higher TNM-PNI score always indicated worse OS of GC. Because the difference in prognoses did not reach statistical significance, we generalized TNM-PNI =1 and 2 as a single group ( Figure 3C .000] were demonstrated to be the major independent prognostic factor for our 501 GC patients (Table S2) .
Role of TNM-PNI for NCCN guidelines
According to the NCCN guidelines for GC, for the postoperative management of D2 gastrectomy, a total of 268 
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TNM-PNI: A prognostic scoring system for curative D2 gastrectomy p=0.000] ( Table 3) . As shown in Figure 4A and B, the TNM-PNI scoring system could effectively predict the prognosis of GC patients. For patients without adjuvant therapy, there was no significant difference in the prognosis between patients with TNM-PNI =4 and 5 ( Figure 4A) . However, as shown in Table 4 , we found that adjuvant therapy might be beneficial for GC patients with TNM-PNI =4 or 5, as they had significantly better long-term survival rates than patients in the non-adjuvant therapy group (p<0.05). 
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Discussion
GC is a worldwide problem. Approximately 951,600 new GC cases and 723,100 deaths had occurred because of GC in 2012. 1 The TNM stage has been widely regarded as the best prognostic factor for cancers, and it has guided clinical work for decades. In our analysis, we have also verified the TNM stage as one of the independent prognostic factors that could effectively reflect the survival time of GC. However, in the clinic, we often found significant survival heterogeneity between GC patients who had the same TNM stage. Thus, in recent years, researchers have changed focus from the tumor itself to the tumor environment, particularly the nutritional and inflammatory status of patients.
Nutritional status always plays an important role in the prognosis of cancer patients, especially among older patients. 12 For example, albumin, a recognized nutritional index, was one of the independent predictors of OS in GC patients; and its prognostic value has even surpassed that of the TNM stage in some studies. 3, 13 Furthermore, chronic inflammation can also promote and reflect tumor progression by affecting host immunity and the antitumor response. Lymphocytes are crucial components of the immune system for their role in destroying cancer cells, and lymphocyte proliferation and metastasis can be induced by the presence of cancer cells. Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes are important antitumor immune cells, and their distribution and infiltra- In addition to other inflammatory markers, we also found PNI to be associated with tumor size and TNM stage (Table S1 ). Tumor size is a manifestation of tumor burden and a prognostic factor for several tumors. GC patients with earlier TNM stage always have better nutritional and immune status. Thus, PNI, a reflection of physical condition, is always negatively correlated with tumor burden and tumor stage. We realized that PNI could be a prognostic factor in addition to the TNM stage. As shown in Figure 2 , PNI could separate the survival curve more effectively than the TNM stage, especially for stage I and II GC patients. Other biochemical markers may also be associated with the prognosis of cancers. Several studies have reported that platelets contribute to the multistep development of tumors and could be a therapeutic target for tumors. [14] [15] [16] Fibrinogen is a pro-inflammatory protein that plays an important role in inflammatory responses and tumor progression; it is associated with the clinicopathologic features and prognosis of several tumors, such as breast, lung, prostate, and gastrointestinal cancers. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] In addition, some meta-analysis demonstrated that NLR and PLR could also predict the prognosis for several tumors. However, in our analysis, the biomarkers mentioned above were not independent prognostic factors for GC patients; all of them were associated with the preoperative PNI. Overall, we consider PNI to be a better prognostic biomarker for GC.
In this study, we established the TNM-PNI scoring system according to the results of multivariate analysis. We also demonstrated that it was a highly accurate and practical system for evaluating the prognosis of GC, because it reflects the tumor stage, inflammation status, and nutritional status of every patient. For GC, a higher TNM-PNI score has always indicated a worse cancer outcome. We verified that TNM-PNI was the major independent prognostic factor for GC patients with curative D2 resection, independent of whether patients received or did not receive adjuvant therapy. In addition, we recommend adjuvant therapy for stage II and III GC, but not for stage I, which is consistent with the NCCN guidelines. Furthermore, we have found that the adjuvant therapy might be more beneficial for the survival of GC patients with TNM-PNI =4 and 5, and it plays an important role in postoperative therapy for GC. Thus, our study revealed that TNM-PNI may be a good supplement for the NCCN guidelines for GC and could provide guidance for clinical work.
As far as we know, this is the first report of TNM-PNI as a novel scoring system. However, there are also some limitations to the present study. First, due to the retrospective nature of our research, additional potential prognostic indexes, such as C-reactive protein, CD4/CD8 lymphocyte count, and modified GPS could not be obtained and included in our analysis. Second, clinicopathologic data could not be obtained for some of the patients, who were, therefore, excluded from the analysis. Consequently, the sample size of this study was relatively small. Finally, our results are based on the TNM stage according to the 7th edition of the AJCC system, and it remains to be seen whether our results can be replicated for other staging systems.
Conclusion
TNM stage, preoperative PNI, and adjuvant therapy were closely related to the prognosis of GC patients. The PNI had a distinctly subsidiary role relative to the TNM stage in predicting patient survival time. Combining both factors, we established the novel TNM-PNI scoring system and demonstrated that patients with a higher TNM-PNI score always had worse survival outcomes. In conclusion, the TNM-PNI score is a highly effective prognostic factor for GC patients with curative D2 resection, and it can be a good supplement for the NCCN guidelines.
